Decreased number of simultaneously operating adjacent clusters of replicons in some human strains with and without X-irradiation.
Several parameters of DNA replicons and replicon clusters have been examined using DNA fiber autoradiography in normal vs. mutant human cell lines showing increased chromosomal sensitivity to ionizing radiation as well as radioresistant DNA synthesis. Rates of synthesis of individual replicons for unirradiated ataxia telangiectasia (AT) AT5MO, basal cell naevus syndrome (BCNS) BCN1SP and Down's Syndrome LCH944 appeared to be in the range seen with two normal fibroblast lines. With the longer labelling times (60-165 min), the average track lengths were longer in normal fibroblasts than mutant cell; after 5 Gy of radiation, normal and mutant cells had similar track lengths for all labelling times (10-165 min), as well as unchanged rates of replicon synthesis. These observations led to the determination of 'chain length', which measures simultaneously active adjacent replicon clusters. The main finding is that 'chain length' in mutant lines was significantly lower than that in the normal fibroblasts; upon 5 Gy irradiation, the values in normal cells were reduced about two-fold while the values for mutant cells remained about the same as controls. Thus, the experiments suggest that in unirradiated mutant cells DNA replication is delayed in a comparable manner as that induced by ionizing radiation in normal cells. A possible relation of the data to the chromosomal radiosensitivity and radioresistant DNA synthesis in the mutant lines is discussed.